
 

  
Monday the 18th to Friday the 22nd of October 2021   
   
Dear WeLearn Community:   
  
As we mentioned last week, our centers will reopen on November 1st.  Below is an outline of 
the reopening and attendance schedule for each group.   
 
We will be communicating a detailed schedule and our Safety and Protection procedures early next week. 
These procedures will be very similar to what we are implementing currently with learners who attend the 
center, with one main exception:  parents will need to submit evidence of the Rapid Antigent test once 
a week.  If the test is positive, additional protocols and procedures will be put in place as required by 
the reopening regulations.    
  
Primary Cohort:   
  

  On-site PBL    PBL for Primary Group will be delivered at the Center on Wednesdays and     
  Fridays, from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.  

  Online Learning   
  at the Center  

  Primary learners may come to the center for online and virtual learning,    
  as they do now, on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday, using our current  
  booking system  

  Drop off time    8:30 to 9:10 a.m. for Primary.  PLEASE NOTE THE NEW TIME!  

  Pick up time    Will not be restricted.  

   
Middle Cohort:   
  

  On-site PBL    PBL for Middle Section will be delivered at the Center on Wednesdays and    
  Fridays, from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.  

  Online Learning   
  at the Center  

  Middle Section learners may come to the center for online and virtual learning,  
  as they do now, on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, using our current 
  booking system.  

  Drop off time    9:10 to 9 :30 am for Middle Section.  PLEASE NOTE THE NEW TIME!  

  Pick up time    Will not be restricted.  

   
Secondary Cohort:   
  

  On-site PBL    PBL for Secondary Learners will be delivered at the Center on Tuesday and    
  Thursdays, from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.  

  Online Learning   
  at the Center  

  Secondary learners may come to the center for online and virtual learning,  
  as they do now, on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, using our current  
  booking system.  However, priority will be given to our Primary and Middle    
  section learners.    

  Drop off time    9:30 to 9:50 for Secondary.  PLEASE NOTE THE NEW TIME!  

  Pick up time    Will not be restricted.  

  
 



Exercise   
We will resume our exercise program at Lumpini park with our professional trainer from November 1st. 
It will be available five days a week from 3:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. More information and sign up forms will   
be provided.   
  
Again, we will send the complete schedule early next week with more detailed instructions and information.  
  
Halloween Party:  Our learners have been diligently decorating the center for our Halloween party and we 
look forward to welcoming as many of you as possible to join the fun.   
Register Here   
  
As always, Upward and Onwards!!   
  
CEO & Founding Father of WeLearn  
David Doran  
   
  
+++  
  
Project Based Learning (PBL)  
  
Primary Learners: “Reducing Plastics in the Oceans”  
The learners worked on Milestones 1 and 2 this week. They learned what plastic is and the harmful 
consequences it has on the ecosystem. The students comprehended and felt the anguish of the marine 
animals who suffer every day as a result of plastic pollution in the oceans. After learning of the animals’ 
suffering, they felt the pain of the animals. We are glad that our learners see the value of every life and our 
environment at such a young age. One of our primary learners, Ms. Xrein, made paper animals and wrapped 
them into plastics to better represent animals under water with plastic pollution.  
  

  
  
Middle Learners: “Starting a Business Like an Entrepreneur”   
The middle students have been working on their cost sheets, both variable and fixed. They watched videos 
about how their business ideas in the real world to get a better picture of the number of resources they'd 
need to get started.  
In their hard skills part, they have been collaborating on their excel sheets for their business inventory and 
profit calculations and margin for each product. This will help them in getting a clear understanding of the 
calculation so that they can apply it to their business projects. The final step for their sheet is to add the cost 
of the physical office/store by designing and implementing a virtual store in Minecraft Education Edition.   
  



  
  
Secondary Learners: “Providing Quality Education to the Moken Community”  
Learners have been working together, using the powerful tools of idea generations in the 4th Milestone 
(Ideation). They have been doing brainstorming as well as eliminating and selecting ideas which matches the 
skillsets they have in their teams. This is a crucial stage to find and select the best solution to their chosen 
problem. It helps the learners to make their solutions realistic and efficient. Feel free to discuss the chosen 
problems with our learners. The discussions might spark a better and a creative solution!   
 



Astra Nova Conundrum Session  
 
We dug deep into the Flying Bike Conundrum this week. When the Astrabike company was only left with 
enough money to invest in one of their four teams, they faced a difficult situation. The learners chose which 
team and why they wanted Astrabike to spend their money on. Do you want to know which teams they went 
with? Discuss it with our learners!  
 
 

  
  
WeLearn STEM Innovation Program 
   
STEM Innovation  
For Leaners who completed the lesson 4 in Code.org, they will extend their understanding of the binary 
number system by exploring errors that result from overflow and rounding. They use the binary odometer 
widget and develop their own systems for representing fractional amounts using the Flippy Do.  
Learners will continue exploring the even topics in DIY.org listed below.   

 Machine Basics    
 Inclined Planes    
 Screws and Pulleys    
 Wheels and Levers    
 Gears    
 Compound Machines   

Learners who finished the first block lessons in Minecraft Education Edition will continue with the following 
lessons:  SEA TURTLE ASSISTANCE Block 1, Lesson 2: Algorithms, Sequencing, and Loops  
  

  



  
Student Success  
Family Mentoring is Next Week!  
  

  
Hello WeLearn families!   
 
I just wanted to remind you that, as next week is the last week of the month, we will be holding Family 
Mentoring sessions instead of our standard Learner Mentoring sessions. There will be plenty of information 
to share with you on your child's progress. We hope you will have plenty of constructive feedback for us so 
we can continue to improve the mentoring process.  
 
We feel it's imperative to make our communications the best they can be so we can all work together to help 
each of our learners reach their full potential. As always, should you be unable to join Family Mentoring as 
scheduled, please let our Operations Team know so we can reschedule. 
  
Our mentoring team looks forward to meeting with each of you next week and sharing details of our learners’ 
triumphs and challenges, along with our plans for their continued development.  
 


